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7 MARCH
THE REAL HOUSEWIVES CHOIR
They’re back!!! With another up-lifting musical-comedy. This zany choir will 
take you on a humorous journey of cultural clashes, hot flushes and cross-
generational confusion, serving up some favourite melodies, hilarious 
parodies, mash-ups, passionate harmonies and a whole lotta wine. Starring 
a bunch of real housewives who will make you laugh ‘til you cry and prove 
they can still ‘Rock-the-Stage’ despite age, adversity and social differences. 
“This was a fun performance loved by the audience. Their opening number 
‘I Love My Life, I Am Powerful’ pretty much summed up the feeling of the 
night” - Helen Lewis, All About Entertainment Adelaide Fringe Reviews 2020.

5pm & 7pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $35 Conc. $30

11 MARCH
THE BREAST IS YET TO COME 
Calling all sleep-deprived, coffee-fuelled, wine-dependant Mums! 
Adelaide’s own cabaret starlet Amelia Ryan (Livvy & Pete, A Storm In A D 
Cup, UNSUNG), took a turn for the domestic when she got knocked up. 
Her sequined frocks became spew-rags and her fun-bags became (sadly) 
functional. Laugh (just not too much because #leakage) through Amelia’s 
relatable journey of motherhood and womanhood, as she asks the universal 
question that many women have undoubtedly asked themselves; are the 
best (and breast) years are a thing of the past, or are they are indeed yet 
to come!? “Cabaret at its best. See it”  Adelaide Theatre 
Guide “A show for Mums, anyone who wants to be a Mum, or anyone who 
has a Mum”  ARTS HUB “She is a comedic cabaret genius” 

 Adelaide Theatre Travels

7pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $40 Conc. $35

12 MARCH
WINDSWEPT
Move Through Life

Everything moves. Dances. Together. Symbiotically. Windswept is the 
motion of bodies and sound, of order emerging from chaos, of dance 
flowering in an ecosphere of constant flux. Here there is no ‘about’, simply 
a pas de deux of dancers and music, a call & response dynamic that folds 
classical, jazz & blues into an evocation of diverse trigger points. Where 
Chopin, Nina & Beth Hart intersect, choreographer Jo McDonald sculpts a 
nocturnal synthesis of ballet, contemporary, flamenco & jazz. In this dream-
like terrain, many bodies merge, and a language of pure movement evolves 
as a counterpart to piano, voice & guitar. Drawing on her own experience, 
and that of the composers, McDonald transcends narrative in order to 
locate a core unity. In our physicality. Because we all move through life.

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $35 Conc. $31.50

 13 MARCH
GREEN TILE TANGO
Debuting ADFringe 2020 to an enthusiastic sold-out crowd, this fun, 
entertaining show about the eccentric characters from a local tango club, is 
brought to life through a smorgasbord of original music and dancing, quick 
costume changes, French cabaret and sing-a-longs. Celebrates the power 
of community to help us laugh, cry, sing and dance to survive the rigours 
of love. Sam gets his story, Jack gets his lesson, Esta and Michele find love, 
and we all belt out, ‘Forget About Pierre!’ so Jaquie can reinvent herself. 
A visual and aural storytelling feast of original songs, slick guitar & jazz 
tinged vocals. “Top quality cabaret!” Broadway World Review. “  1/2” 
Glam Adelaide. “The Sold-out crowd was lapping it up” Weekend Notes 
“Sultry, scintillating” Pheasantry Club LONDON.

7pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $35 Conc. $33

14 MARCH
THE SENSATIONALS
Gather your friends and ride a wave of music nostalgia from the 50s, 60s and 70s. 
The award winning five-piece band will perform the best classic hits and memories 
from yesteryear. Loads of fun dance routines and dress ups are included. Reminisce 
in the good old days when we were blessed with songs such as ‘Sweet Caroline’ 
and ‘Twist and Shout’.

5pm - $25 & 7pm - $30  /  Domain Theatre 

18 MARCH
DESPERATELY 
SEEKING DUENDE
Yasmine explores the flamenco dancer’s eternal quest for duende (divine 
inspiration). In doing so, she strips away the polka-dots, ruffles and roses, to create 
a new future for Flamenco; accessing the duende through her family history, 80s 
arcade games, the Macarena, religious iconography and flamingos! This is modern 
Flamenco for a modern world. “Real joy and heart...super entertaining” Broadway 
World “Yasmine’s flamenco ignited the stage. Fierce, intense, sexy and compelling. 
Completely immersed in the music and movement, she invited the audience into 
her soul” Sam About Town. “This is true Fringe material. You are not going to be 
able to see shows like this one any other time of year and I left...feeling utterly 
elated at what I had just had the privilege of witnessing” Yewth Mag.

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $35

19 MARCH
TWO BROTHERS 
DO FINN BROTHERS
Adelaide born and bred brothers Harry and Ned Baulderstone are taking on 
the music and lyrical genius of the Finn Brothers - Neil and Tim Finn. Playing 
the music of Split Enz, Crowded House and The Finn Brothers, the lads explore 
these powerful collaborations and timeless classics in the stunning Domain 
Theatre while backed by a superb band. Do not miss this local South Australian 
act performing this show for the first time ever! Includes hits such as I Got You, 
Four Seasons in One Day, Better Be home Soon and Message to My Girl, 
plus many more.

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $40 Conc. $35

20 MARCH
MICKSTER’S MAGIC 
GADGETS: RELOADED
Kids all around Adelaide have been surprised and delighted by Mickster’s Magic 
Gadgets. Now, Mickster the Trickster’s award-winning magic show is BACK for 
Fringe 2021 - and BETTER THAN EVER! Filled with all new tricks, special effects 
and surprises, your kids will LOVE helping Mickster find his MISSING cheeseburger, 
and becoming part of the show along the way. Reviewers rave about the magic 
tricks displayed - and so will the whole family.  1/2 “Highly entertaining 
and well executed” - Kids In Adelaide  “Mickster is a master at involving 
the audience” - The Advertiser  “The witty banter with all ages on stage 
was appropriate and suitable for young and old and genuinely funny as well” - The 
Clothesline.

10am & 12pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $10

20 MARCH
THE GREAT BRITISH 
PUB SINGALONG
Travelers to the British Isles always reminisce about the brilliant pub 
atmosphere, where a sing song can strike up at any moment. A guitar or a 
fiddle will appear, and before you know it, the whole pub is joining in. This 
is the type of atmosphere that will be generated and you can choose to be 
either in Team Ireland, Scotland, England or Wales! If you’ve ever seen a Chas 
& Dave concert, or watched the World Champion Darts final, you’ll notice 
that the fans all participate with singing and good natured banter. Similarly, 
there will be fun dart games throughout this show ( with some prizes & gentle 
rivalry thrown in ) and then the audience will decide which country won the 
best song of the night. Booing will not be allowed. Only laughing and frivolity 
from the best entertainers in Oz!!!

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $40 Conc. $35

21 MARCH
SHAKE RATTLE & ROLL
The very best rock and roll songs performed from the 50s and 60s! 
Showcasing hit songs from artists such as Bill Hayley, Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis, 
Tina Turner, Buddy Holly, Carole King, The Beatles, Lulu and The Shadows. 
Packed with spectacular themed costume changes, dance routines and loads 
of fun audience participation.

5pm - $25 & 7pm - $30  /  Domain Theatre 



27 FEBRUARY
MICKSTER’S MAGIC 
GADGETS: RELOADED
Kids all around Adelaide have been surprised and delighted by Mickster’s Magic 
Gadgets. Now, Mickster the Trickster’s award-winning magic show is BACK 
for Fringe 2021 - and BETTER THAN EVER! Filled with all new tricks, special 
effects and surprises, your kids will LOVE helping Mickster find his MISSING 
cheeseburger, and becoming part of the show along the way. Reviewers rave about 
the magic tricks displayed - and so will the whole family.  1/2 “Highly 
entertaining and well executed” - Kids In Adelaide  “Mickster is a master 
at involving the audience” - The Advertiser  “The witty banter with all 
ages on stage was appropriate and suitable for young and old and genuinely funny 
as well” - The Clothesline.

10am & 12pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $10

19 FEBRUARY
ROY ORBISON AND ME
Too good to miss! Adelaide’s very own Greg Hart has wowed audiences 
throughout Australia with his fabulous voice and winning style of 
entertainment. His talent will make you think you’re listening to the legendary 
Orbison himself. The audience gets to choose from the set list so every 
show is different! Book early to avoid disappointment. Greg’s cabaret style 
performance will showcase Roy Orbison’s brilliant catalogue of classic hits. 
‘We enjoyed a superb and amazing performance by Greg Hart emulating 
the Big O in all facets with powerful and controlled vocals hitting those very 
difficult Orbison notes. Like the Big O, Greg has the same 5 octave vocal 
range that just gobbles up the difficult vocal challenges.’ Frank Sebastyan.

2pm, 7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $35 Conc. $30

20 FEBRUARY
‘SWINGIN’ WITH WILL METZER 
AND HENRY OLONGA
The charismatically alluring Will Metzer and delightfully delicious Henry 
Olonga charm the crowd with their new show “SWINGIN’. This performance 
offers a seductively enticing performance of two of Adelaide’s seasoned pros. 
Full of joy, fun and frivolity, Will and Henry will entice all of your senses in 
paying homage to some of the greatest crooners. These fellas really know 
how to ‘woo’ a crowd taking them on a sentimental journey of their favourite 
tunes. Just think Buble to Ray Charles interspersed with some light humour. 
Will is a renowned Adelaide Entertainer, Singer, Pianist and Songwriter- Will 
Metzer Big Band www.willmetzermusic.com and recently created Big Band 
Australia www.bigbandaustralia.com.au Henry just fresh off The Voice 2019. 
Together these boys are ‘magic together’

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $59 Conc. $50

21 FEBRUARY
A TRIBUTE TO THE RAT PACK
A tribute to the Rat Pack presented by the three crooners is back! Charismatic 
Will Metzer, the smooth Tony Minniecon and the charming James Musci 
delight audiences with their humor and swagger. The band has just as much 
energy and style playing the classic Rat Pack tunes. Don’t miss the chance to 
tap your toes and seduce your musical senses.

2pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $69 Conc. $59

21 FEBRUARY
FROLIC & FOLLIES
A contemporary twist on the phenomenon of the “Ziegfeld Follies”, serving 
up spectacular acts of dance, cabaret, comedy and more. A visual feast of 
colour and parades of girls bringing together a celebration of the female body, 
dripping in sequins and feathers with some serious sass to match. A night of 
huge hits and high kicks not to be missed!

9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $34

22 & 25 FEBRUARY
FROLIC & FOLLIES
A contemporary twist on the phenomenon of the “Ziegfeld Follies”, serving 
up spectacular acts of dance, cabaret, comedy and more. A visual feast of 
colour and parades of girls bringing together a celebration of the female body, 
dripping in sequins and feathers with some serious sass to match. A night of 
huge hits and high kicks not to be missed!

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $34

26 FEBRUARY
ALL OF ME
Join Adelaide’s own Dennis Russell and the Tunisian Nights Little Big Band for 
an evening of uplifting, timeless and iconic swing music made famous by artists 
such as Michael Buble, Frank Sinatra, Harry Connick Jr and many more.  
“Sizzling” (Glam Adelaide).

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $23

27 FEBRUARY
A NIGHT IN PARIS
If COVID has ruined your travel plans then let Louise and stellar band The 
French Set take you out on a night to Paris! An award-winning musical show that 
celebrates the artists of the great French songbook. Join them as they journey into 
the world of the ‘chanson française’, with old favourites and new songs in their 
Parisian cabaret spectacular! 

A NIGHT IN PARIS is an award-winning musical show that celebrates the artists 
of the great French songbook. Adelaide singer Louise Blackwell is joined by Mark 
Simeon Ferguson on keys, Julian Ferraretto on violin, John Aué on double bass and 
Josh Baldwin on drums and they have been delighting audiences with their French 
showcase of songs by artists including Léo Ferré, Georges Brassens, Jacques Brel, 
Barbara, Edith Piaf, Serge Gainsbourg, Jean Constantin, Juliette Gréco and Yves 
Montand. Louise recreates an authentic Parisian cabaret vibe telling stories of this 
great city where she lived and was once inhabited by these legends of the French 
variety cabaret scene. ‘Louise Blackwell is one of Adelaide’s treasures...a must-see 
for anyone who loves good music’ . GLAM Adelaide.

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $40 Conc. $35

28 FEBRUARY
ORIENTAL JAZZ FAMILY CONCERT
This is a not-to-miss show, certain to entertain and culturally entice 
families with young children. Come and be delighted with grooves and 
beats with an oriental flair. Spend quality family time and sway to rhymes 
with a cuban or blues touch, giving your child a most colourful tour with 
music. We look forward to travelling the world with you! Delivered by 
San Ureshi, which means “Joy of the Trio”, is a newly formed oriental jazz 
trio consisting of Guzheng, Erhu and Percussion. Since its establishment 
in 2019, San Ureshi has been experimenting with various cultures, 
soundscapes and textures, breaking boundaries through their projects 
and compositions. San Ureshi was established to deliver a workshop 
for Adelaide Festival Centre; Today it has become one of SA’s most 
contemporary ensembles.

11am & 1pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $25 Conc. $23

4 MARCH
ATLANTIS UNTOLD
ATLANTIS UNTOLD is a full-length feature film made here in South 
Australia with over 100 cast & crew. Compelling and meaningful for all ages.  
Film sets include Moonta Mines, The Farm Shed at Kadina and beaches 
from the South East through Christies Beach, Marino, Seacliff and Brighton 
as well as the Warriparinga Wetlands, Marion.  The story with its sweeping 
and uplifting musical score, follows epic journey by brother and sister Jack 
and Skye Noble, who are forced by circumstances to conquer the opposing 
forces of an inner world. Descending deeper into unknown spheres, 
the two travellers are guided by unexpected forces of light & hindered 
by relentless forces of darkness, until their struggle brings them to the 
legendary City of Atlantis.  Atlantis Untold will move you beyond the realm 
of mere entertainment and bring you to a place of the heart, a mesmerizing 
experience. (Classifcation G Very mild fantasy themes).

1pm, 6.30pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $20 Conc. $16

5 MARCH
THE GREAT BRITISH PUB SINGALONG
Travelers to the British Isles always reminisce about the brilliant pub 
atmosphere, where a sing song can strike up at any moment. A guitar or a 
fiddle will appear, and before you know it, the whole pub is joining in. This 
is the type of atmosphere that will be generated and you can choose to be 
either in Team Ireland, Scotland, England or Wales! If you’ve ever seen a 
Chas & Dave concert, or watched the World Champion Darts final, you’ll 
notice that the fans all participate with singing and good natured banter. 
Similarly, there will be fun dart games throughout this show ( with some 
prizes & gentle rivalry thrown in ) and then the audience will decide which 
country won the best song of the night. Booing will not be allowed. Only 
laughing and frivolity from the best entertainers in Oz!!!

7pm & 9pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $40 Conc. $35

6 MARCH
FAB TWO HIT MIX
Allsorts of Entertainment

Ravie & Troy play all The Beatles hits you know and love. Classic tracks like 
‘Help’, ‘She Loves You’, ‘Twist and Shout’, ‘I Saw Her Standing There’ and 
many more. Then Mix It up with other favorite performers such as Neil 
Diamond and Johnny Cash, and many more surprises.

8pm  /  Domain Theatre  /  Full price $38 Conc. $35


